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Abstract
This paper presents preliminary work on the segmentation of Computed Tomography data using a model-based approach.
Conventional image processing of CT data is aimed at the production of simple iso-surfaces for surgical planning or
diagnosis — such methods are not suitable for the automated detection of fractures, which is the ultimate application of
our work. To address these deficiencies a surface-based technique with appropriate constraints is introduced. The output
of the segmentation phase is a triangulated surface representing the bone or bones of interest. We illustrate the method
applied to low resolution CT test data and discuss its robustness and performance.
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1 Introduction
The field of medical imaging provides an excellent test-bed
for new algorithms in computer vision and image process-
ing. Medical data is information rich (many bits per pixel)
and often degraded due to patient movement or inherent
limitations imposed by the imaging technology. Further-
more, clinicians place very high requirements on the accu-
racy of any algorithm since lives may be at risk.
This paper presents preliminary work on a system to
detect a subset of common fractures of the human skeletal
system. Here we concentrate on the development of robust,
real-time algorithms which can yield a speedy segmenta-
tion of a volumetric CT (Computed Tomography) data set.
In this context, segmentation requires that we produce an
anatomically accurate model of the bone (or bones) of in-
terest which can then be passed onto a subsequent analysis
stages. This analysis subsystem will be the subject of a
later paper. The data for which these algorithms are be-
ing developed will be generated by a new CT reconstruc-
tion technique which utilises severely undersampled x-ray
data to minimise patient x-ray exposure. Preliminary in-
dications suggest that the resulting image data may have a
number of unique artifacts and that naive or simplistic im-
plementations of “standard” methods are likely to fail. We
have thus focused our efforts on ensuring that our algo-
rithms can cope with a significant degree of image degra-
dation.
The paper is presented as follows. Section 2 presents
a brief survey of related work. Section 3 provides a de-
scription of the methodology we have employed, while
Section 4 provides some preliminary results and visuali-
sations. Future plans are discussed in Section 5 and the
paper concludes in Section 6.
2 Background and Related Work
The segmentation of volumetric data has been tackled in
many different ways. In general, methods may be voxel-
based or surface-based. The former usually apply simple
criteria to classify each voxel in the scene as being part
of a specific component. The latter attempt to recover the
boundary of each component within the volume. Voxel-
based methods are often adequate if a simple visualisation
of the data is all that is required. However, even in these
cases, without an underlying intensity model, naive voxel
classification [10] can yield a misleading representation.
Surface-based techniques may be constrained in a num-
ber of ways, ranging from simple continuity constraints to
complex deformable templates[8, 7, 5, 2, 6]. Many of these
methods require a significant amount of run-time compu-
tation which is counter to our requirement for a real-time
solution. For others, a collection of training models is as-
sumed to be available to generate constraints for the un-
derlying deformable model. In practise, obtaining a rep-
resentative collection of anatomical models is difficult or
impractical.
Most surface-based techniques for volume segmenta-
tion are variations on the concept of a “snake” [4]: a sur-
face or curve that gravitates towards features of interest
(usually points on the component boundary). The surface
is initialised in the volume and allowed to move towards
the feature set. Once the process has converged the final
surface is taken to represent the object/component of in-
terest. A voxel-based representation has to be processed
further to yield a visually useful result — either by means
of volume rendering or iso-surface extraction. The former
is particularly time consuming. Furthermore, a voxel data
structure does not lend itself to the analysis of component
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geometry. Additional problems occur when the features of
interest, for example, the surface of the brain in an MRI
volume, are themselves barely discernible or occluded. In
this cases, additional models must be applied to exploit
knowledge of local object geometry [6]. Fortunately the
bone interface is usually fairly well defined in a CT image.
The primary objective of our approach is to develop
a real-time method for segmentation of bone structures
within CT, which can then serve as input to an expert sys-
tem aimed at analyzing bone fractures. Clearly issues of
robustness and accuracy are of prime concern: we need to
ensure our segmentation extracts a good (physiologically
accurate) model of anatomy — thus the requirement for a
more sophisticated model-based approach. To satisfy clin-
ical practise the results of the segmentation/analysis must
be available when the scan terminates or shortly there-
after, ruling out computationally intensive segmentation
schemes.
3 Methodology
In this section we outline the most important algorithms
developed and used in our work.
3.1 The Bone Model
A model for the bone we wish to extract can be acquired
from a high resolution CT or MRI scan of “normal” (non-
pathological) anatomy1. The bone can be extracted by
manual or partially automated segmentation tools. For
high quality image data there is usually a clear delineation
between different tissue types within the data set and seg-
mentation becomes significantly easier. Human interven-
tion (via editing tools) is required to correct segmentation
errors and to ensure that the model is anatomically correct.
An iso-surface extractor can be used to generate a triangu-
lated surface which can be re-meshed to any desired vertex
density by simple triangle sub-division. The model can
then be used to extract similar anatomy from poor resolu-
tion data or data with many artifacts.
3.2 Segmentation
In order to evaluate the integrity of the bone we are inter-
ested in, we need to extract a surface model of the bone
from the CT scan. This is accomplished by first isolating
those parts of the data that are bone through heuristics and
standard image processing techniques. Following this, a
coarse to fine alignment of the template surface bone and
CT scan voxel data is achieved through coarse alignment,
rigid alignment, and finally local deformation.
1Several models may be required to accommodate sex and age differ-
ences. This is simply an additional a priori parameter. The algorithms
remain unchanged.
3.2.1 Image Processing
Instead of dealing with the CT scan as a volumetric data
set, we first consider the 3D volumetric data set as a stack
of 2D components, and operate independently on each of
these image slices.
Such a simplification is justified for a number of rea-
sons:
1. The spatial resolution between pixels in the image
slices will in the vast majority of cases be greater than
the voxel resolution between consecutive slices in the
volumetric data. It therefore make sense to take as
much advantage of this superior resolution as we can
before moving to the coarser volumetric domain.
2. The output from a CT scan is a stack of image slices.
Without any data transformation we can make use
of numerous well developed image processing tech-
niques.
3. Working with volumetric data sets has high memory
requirements. The simplification of the volumetric
data set, after image processing on each image slice
has been completed, will result in greater memory ef-
ficiency.
The aim of our image processing is to identify those
pixels in each image slice that form part of the bone we
are interested in. This can be achieved in two logical steps.
First, we need to classify those pixels that we consider to
be bone. Intensity thresholding based on values obtained
from histogram analysis results in a classification of the
bone segments contained in the image. Then, the pixel
grouping that represents the target bone needs to be iso-
lated from the other bone segments that have been found
in the image slice. Simple heuristics based on knowledge
of the anatomical area under investigation, combined with
region growing and largest connected components can be
used to isolate the target bone [9].
3.2.2 Registration of Target Voxel Model and Refer-
ence Mesh Model
Once we have isolated the target bone from muscle, fat,
other bones and noise within each CT image slice, this
voxel bone model must be matched against a reference
bone model, represented as a triangulated surface mesh.
In order to use the a priori high level knowledge that
is of benefit in a model-based segmentation approach, we
need to ensure that the geometric features of the voxel bone
model and the reference surface model are in close prox-
imity. This requires registration of the voxel and surface
models, so that the geometric information inherent in the
reference model can be used to guide the segmentation pro-
cess.
The alignment of the voxel model to the surface model
is achieved through a coarse to fine approach. Firstly, the
voxel and surface models are mapped into a common coor-
dinate system and an initial crude orientation is estimated
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for each. This is followed by global registration under a
similarity transform (scaling, rotation and translation). Fi-
nally, a local deformation of the surface model ensures that
a smooth constrained approximation of the voxelised bone
surface is obtained. The accuracy of this fit is limited by
the resolution of the voxel data, and to a lesser extent, the
vertex density of the mesh model. Using prior information,
the vertex density can be set to ensure sufficient flexibility
in the surface model.
3.2.3 Coarse Registration
The voxel data is transformed into the reference mesh co-
ordinate system. In this common coordinate system, the
voxel bone model and the reference mesh model are both
oriented arbitrarily. One of the primary benefits of model-
based segmentation is to allow the reference model to
guide the segmentation of the voxel data. In this way, a
priori knowledge concerning the anatomical structure of
the bone (which is encoded in the reference model) can be
used to eliminate uncertainty in the segmentation process.
For this to be possible, we require that the reference
mesh model and voxel model are closely aligned in space
as well as in orientation/pose. In other words, we require
that the discriminating features of the particular bone un-
der consideration in the voxel and mesh model are in close
proximity.
The initial rough registration can be approached in a
number of different ways. We have explored two methods:
1. Bounding Box Registration: This method involves
registering the bounding box enclosing the target voxel
model and the bounding box enclosing the mesh refer-
ence model.
2. Longest Line Segment Registration: This method
involves registration of the line segment represent-
ing the longest Euclidean distance through the target
model with the line segment representing the longest
Euclidean distance through the reference model. This
technique works particularly well for elongated bones.
It is of course possible that the rough registration will
result in an inconsistent orientation of target and reference
models. The most common problem that can occur is an
inversion of the orientation of the two models. In other
words, the front-end of the target model is aligned with the
back-end of the reference model, and vice versa. Fortu-
nately, this ambiguity can be detected and corrected in our
case by referring to the orientation of surrounding bones.
3.2.4 Rigid Registration
The target and reference models now share a common ori-
entation and are spatially adjacent. A global alignment of
the two models is now required. We used Iterated Closest
Points (ICP) [1, 11] to achieve a rigid alignment between
voxel and surface models.
ICP iteratively finds the rigid transformation (transla-
tion and rotation) that will map one set of points (reference
points) onto another set of points (target points). For each
iteration of the algorithm, the target and reference point
sets are brought closer to one another through successive
transforms. After a number of iterations convergence is
achieved when successive iterations are no longer able to
bring the two point sets any closer. At this point, the ICP
iterations terminate.
In its basic form, the ICP algorithm requires knowl-
edge of the one-to-one mapping between the two point sets
(source points with corresponding points). We do not have
such correspondence between voxel and surface models.
Section 3.2.5 explains how the matching between these
two point sets is achieved.
3.2.5 Correspondences
Finding the matching points between the voxel and sur-
face models plays an important role in the segmentation
process. Inaccurate correspondences will result in a poor
global registration of the two models. Feature points in
the two model will not match and the surface model used
to guide the segmentation will be incorrectly applied and
will thus yield a warped estimate of the underlying bone
surface.
We assume that the rough registration phase brings the
surface and voxels models into close proximity. The search
for a corresponding points can thus be limited to a small
subset of candidate points surrounding the reference sur-
face model point.
A spatial subdivision of the voxel model is achieved
through the use of a kd-tree [3]. Using this data structure,
the above mentioned candidate points can be efficiently
extracted from the voxel model with a rectangular range
query. Kd-trees have the properties that for n points:
• they can be constructed in O(n logn) time,
• require O(n) storage, and
• a rectangular range query can be completed in O(√n+
k) time for k points found in the range.
We conduct a search along the surface normal of the
reference model point and find the candidate point that is
closest in Euclidean distance terms to this ray. This is the
point that we select as our correspondence. This process is
repeated for each point of the reference model. The result
is that each point on the reference model has a matching
point in the target model.
3.2.6 Local Deformation
After global alignment we need to account for the varia-
tion that occurs between bones of the same kind. To ad-
dress this deviation requires a local alignment of target and
reference models.
We define a local patch, the area of effect of the local
registration, as a predefined proportion of the total surface
area about a surface point. For example, each local patch
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on the surface model might constitute 1% of the total sur-
face area of the mesh.
This definition of a local mesh patch has the advantage
of accommodating both mesh connectivity and Euclidean
distance while preserving locality (a local patch will not in-
clude disjoint regions). It also provides an obvious way to
change the scale at which local alignments occur. A “cur-
vature hierarchy” for each reference bone model is con-
structed as a pre-process for use in subsequent bone anal-
ysis. So, in effect we gain this local patch definition for
free.
The magnitude of the local alignment is determined by
a weighted average distance between every corresponding
point in the local patch on the target and reference model.
The direction of deformation is calculated as a
weighted average of the unit surface normals of the local
patch on the reference model. What this signifies is that
the local patch is pulled towards its target based on the di-
rection in which the surface faces.
The weighting is determined in such a way that the
centre of the local patch has the largest influence and there
is a gradual fall-off in weighting values as we move to-
wards the edges of the patch. The central points of a patch
therefore dominate the local deformation while peripheral
points have less influence.
The local alignment between target and reference
model proceeds iteratively until the registration cannot
be significantly improved. Iteration terminates when the
Mean Squared Error between the two models has fallen
below some model specific threshold or a preset maximum
number of iterations has been reached. The choice of Mean
Square Error and maximum number of iterations affect the
time taken to achieve local alignment as well as the qual-
ity of local alignment. If enough iterations are executed,
a point is reached in the alignment process where an ad-
ditional iteration will not improve the alignment of target
and reference models. This means that a Mean Square Er-
ror and optimal number of iterations can be chosen for the
model under consideration.
It should be noted that the local deformation is con-
strained. There is a limit on the magnitude of the deforma-
tion that can occur at any iteration of the algorithm. This
is to ensure that a local patch does not get wrenched away
from the model. If the magnitude of a local deformation is
large, it is preferable that this deformation is completed in-
crementally, in successive iterations, as this helps preserve
the smoothness of the surface curvature.
4 Preliminary Results
Results are presented for the segmentation of the ulna and
radius (two bones within the forearm) of an adult female
subject who underwent an axial CT scan. The axial spatial
resolution of 10mm (see Table 1) meant that the final 3D
CT scan was very coarse and thus provided a good test for
the robustness of the segmentation algorithms.
4.1 Speed
The speed with which segmentation is achieved (see Ta-
ble 3) reveals that the radiologist can analyse the results
directly after the CT scan without much delay. The cor-
respondences (see Section 3.2.5) account for the majority
of processing time. Analysis reveals that significant speed
improvements can be achieved by using an optimised ver-
sion of the kd-tree.
Data Measurements
image dimensions 512x512
pixel spatial resolution 0.46875mm
slice spatial resolution 10mm
number of slices 21
Table 1: CT Acquisition Information: The spatial data
for the CT scan acquired from the DICOM header file.
Figure 1: CT Data: An axial slice from the CT scan.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Alignment results: The dark rings represent the
voxel model while the surface model represents the refer-
ence model. (a) After coarse alignment, (b) rigid alignment
of voxel and reference models.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Image Processing: In (a) the bone is isolated from the rest of the forearm. Then, in (b) the Ulna is separated
from the Radius, and thinned (c) to reduce computational overhead.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Segmentation results: The final surface model





Table 2: 3D Information: Breakdown of mesh and voxel
attributes for the target and reference models.
4.2 Visualisation
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 show the various stages of the segmen-
tation process, from the input of CT image data to the out-
put of a segmented surface model. Observe that the final
surface model is rough in certain places. This is due to
the coarse nature of the CT scan and can be eliminated by
subsequent geometry-preserving smoothing. In practice, a
large bone would not be scanned in its entirety, only the
local area under investigation. This allows for a higher res-
olution scan to be performed.
Task Ulna Radius
Image Processing 0.23929s 0.23869s
Coarse Alignment 0.00035s 0.00040s
Rigid Alignment 0.01050s 0.03165s
Local Deformation 0.00611s 0.00771s
Correspondences 8.72194s 10.59366s
Total Time 8.97820s 10.87212s
Table 3: Timing measurements: Total time taken for the
segmentation of the Ulna and Radius as well as for each
individual task in the segmentation process. The timings
were conducted on a AMD Athlon 700Mhz with 768MB
of RAM.
5 Future Work
We intend using the results of the segmentation (the sur-
face model) together with a curvature hierarchy to detect a
subset of commonly occurring bone fractures. The geom-
etry of the surface model will be analysed to determine the
integrity of the bone under inspection. A full system will
require the construction of a “fracture knowledge base” in
order to classify the different types of bone fractures that
occur.
6 Conclusion
We have introduced a model-based segmentation scheme
for degraded volumetric CT data. This work constitutes the
first phase of a system to detect fractures within the human
skeletal system. The model is generated from real medical
data and is represented as a mesh surface with associated
curvature information. The model is mapped into the data
volume using prior knowledge of patient alignment and it-
eratively aligned with the voxel data corresponding to the
bone of interest using a coarse to fine approach. Prelimi-
nary results on low resolution CT data show that the algo-
rithm is robust and recovers a good approximation of the
underlying bone. Processing times indicate that even with-
out any optimisation, the algorithm can be run in real-time
and thus form part of a useful tool for clinicians.
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